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Editorial
Difficulties associated with stent delivery and under expansions
[1-5] are often encountered with calcified lesions. Lesion preparation
of calcified lesions prior to stent implantation is important to facilitate
stent delivery and provide concentric stent expansion [6,7]. Recently,
the novel Lacrosse NSE catheter (Goodman Co.,Ltd. ) has become
commercially available. The catheter contains three triangular, nylon
elements (width, 0.014˝, height, 0.015˝) that are free-floating on the
outside of the balloon surface, and attached proximal and distal to a 13
mm balloon length (Figure1). Dilatation using a Lacrosse NSE creates
a scoring effect into calcified tissue through a focused transmission of
force through the elements.
Unfortunately, current designs of scoring balloons result
in reduced functionality in regard to delivery in comparison to

Figure1: Lactose NSE
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conventional balloons, and difficulties associated with delivery and
lesion cross ability of scoring catheters occur in a clinical setting. One
method for overcoming the obstacles faced by difficult delivery is use
of the “leopard-crawl” technique. This technique uses allow inflation
pressure to create a wedge into the calcification and then subsequently
advances the catheter during balloon deflation to facilitate catheter
delivery across the stenosis (Figure 2, 3). The Lacrosse NSE elements
are attached distal to the balloon location, and for instances whereby
the catheter is unable to cross the lesion location, a “leopard-crawl”
technique can assist in facilitating device delivery. We reported the
initial clinical use of the leopard-crawl technique for facilitating
catheter delivery in cases of severely calcified lesions in which standard
delivery was unsuccessful, while creating an efficacious scoring effect
into the calcified lesion that reflects the results of bench testing [8].
Experimental and clinical studies with the Lacrosse NSE (NSE)
balloon for predilatation of calcified lesions were conducted.
Methods and results: Six artificial, circumferentially calcified lesions
were prepared in silicon tubes by using plaster. Balloon inflation was
performed with the same sized NSE or non-compliant balloon (NC)
until cracks were observed. The luminal area and eccentricity (short/
long diameter) of the stent, as indices of expansion, were measured
by intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) after the same stent was placed at
rated burst pressure. Clinical study: Balloon delivery to target lesion
location using standard delivery techniques for severely calcified
lesions is typically more problematic. The “Leopard-Crawl” technique
was utilized to overcome the obstacles faced by difficult delivery.

Figure 2: Flow chart of Leopard Crawl technique
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Figure 3: At the time of advancing the Lacrosse NSE (a) into the coronary artery there is a reverse reaction in force applied that disengages the guiding
catheter (b). Lacrosse NSE is then inflated at low pressure (3~6atm) (c), with the slack in guide wire then removed while ensuring the guide catheter positioning
is corrected (d).Following deflation of the Lacrosse NSE, further insertion of the catheter results in the balloon advancing distally (e). Further repeating this
process (f, g, h) results in the catheter advancing closer toward the target lesion (i).

Predilation was performed with the NSE using the “Leopard-Crawl”
technique or NC for lesions with >270 degree calcification on IVUS
before stenting between May, 2011 and August, 2012. Eccentricity
in minimum stent area (MSA) was measured retrospectively in 47
consecutive patients stented after NSE expansion (NSEgroup) and 23
consecutive patients stented after NC expansion (NCgroup). In the
experimental results, the NSE caused more multiple cracks (NSE 2.3
vs. NC 1.3) across the entire lesion at a lower pressure (9.3atm vs.
20.3atm) and the expanded stent was more concentric (eccentricity;
0.88 vs. 0.76). Clinical results: Stent eccentricity was 0.83±0.11 vs.
0.71±0.18 for NSE vs. NC (p<0.05). The number of cracks was higher
in the NSE-group than in the NC-group (1.6±0.4 vs. 0.9±0.2, p<0.05).
Conclusions: Experimental NSE caused multiple full-length cracks at
lower pressure than NC and the stent was more concentric in nature.
Clinical results were similar, suggesting that good stent expansion can
be achieved by predilation of severely calcified lesions with NSE.
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